Martin, Cunningham, Bolander win handily

Run-offs slated Tuesday for legislative vice president, secretary

By DWAYNE YANCEY

Jeff Bolander seems to be offering the dog one of his campaign brochures. Actually, Bolander's campaign isn't going so well Tuesday night just after the returns came in, but his voice betrayed his excitement.

"I came here as a freshman with a dream of someday being SGA president, but I never thought it would really happen." But Tuesday it did.

The red-headed junior from Rochester, N.Y., this year's administrative vice president, polled 71 percent of the vote in the race for Student Government Association president.

The most decisive election in recent memory, Martin's percentage topped the 69 percent Darrell Pile received in this race last year.

Former Spotswood Hall senator Alvin Walker, Martin's only competitor, received 29 percent of the 2,212 votes cast in the presidential race.

In other races, the rule for the day was either run-offs or runaways.

Ikenberry Hall senator Chuck Cunningham was elected administrative vice president, the SGA's second highest position. He received 61 percent of the vote while Gifford Hall resident adviser Bart Simpson garnered 39 percent.

Off-campus senator Jeff Bolander won the race for treasurer in a landslide, defeating Garber Hall senator Charles Bond 71 percent to 29 percent.

Interestingly, both Cunningham and Bolander have served as chairman of the Student Action for Freedom chapter here.

The ballots had not been completely tabulated by presstime Wednesday night, but SGA President Darrell Pile said option number three, which called for the SGA to work with "an equal partner with various religious groups in supporting a religious center," was "way out in front." He said only a "very, very small minority" had checked option one which opposed any SGA involvement with a religious center.

The 3,414 students who voted Tuesday represent 36 percent of the 6,066 full-time undergraduate students who were eligible.

Although that was roughly the same number of students who voted last year, the percentage was off last year's record-setting mark of 41 percent.

Pile partly attributed the decrease to the rain which forced candidates from their traditional line-up on the walkway between the dining hall and the Warren University Union.

Instead, most candidates sought votes in the post office lobby where they apparently got lost in the crowd.

Martin and Bolander were the top two in the run-off, polling 1,638 votes for a 71 percent to 21 percent win over former Spotswood Hall senator Alvin Walker. It was the most decisive win in recent memory.

Hobbs ran unopposed for Honor Council president and vice president, respectively. Voters were also given a paper ballot listing five options the SGA has in regard to the establishment of a campus religious center. The options ranged from SGA not supporting the establishment of a religious center to SGA taking sole responsibility for settling one up.

The ballots had not been completely tabulated by presstime Wednesday night, but SGA President Darrell Pile said option number three, which called for the SGA to work with "an equal partner with various religious groups in supporting a religious center," was "way out in front." He said only a "very, very small minority" had checked option one which opposed any SGA involvement with a religious center.

The 3,414 students who voted Tuesday represent 36 percent of the 6,066 full-time undergraduate students who were eligible.

Although that was roughly the same number of students who voted last year, the percentage was off last year's record-setting mark of 41 percent.

Pile partly attributed the decrease to the rain which forced candidates from their traditional line-up on the walkway between the dining hall and the Warren University Union.

Instead, most candidates sought votes in the post office lobby where they apparently got lost in the crowd.

Martin and Bolander
Continued on Page 2

WHILE MOST CANDIDATES stayed warm and dry in the post office lobby, Dave Martin braved Tuesday's rain to meet voters outside the Warren University Union. This year's administrative vice president amassed 1,638 votes for a 71 percent to 21 percent win over former Spotswood Hall senator Alvin Walker. It was the most decisive win in recent memory.

By THERESA BEALE

James Madison University students are unique when it comes to getting a credit card.

They are the only students in the state who must pay a $2 fee to the university to verify their student status to credit card companies.

For example, when a student completes a Student Master Charge application, he signs a release permitting the credit company to obtain verification of his student status. The credit card company then writes the university, requesting the student's status—either full-time or part-time. Usually, the university then complies by mail.

Not so at JMU. The Dean of Students office here assesses the $2 fee of the student to cover office work involved in determining the student's status. Since many students do not realize that such a fee exists, the Bank of Virginia Credit Card company often must call the JMU students a letter of notification before processing...

...Continued on Page 21
Greek picnic
not at farm

There will not be a Greek Picnic at the University Farm on Saturday as stated in the ad which appeared in The Breeze, April first. The University Farm has been reserved by Weaver Hall for that date.

Presidential Candidate Alvin Walker

*Continued from Page 1*

braved the all-day rain to take up positions outside the WUU but then only for brief periods.

Both won.

Pile also blamed the shortcomings and low-keyed approach of the campaigns for the drop in voting percentage. "None of the campaigns were as outgoing as we were last year," Pile said. "And they were also shorter. I campaigned for two weeks last year and spoke to more than 40 groups."

This year it was one week before the election when most of the campaign posters appeared.

Martin cited his experience as administrative vice president and the seriousness of his campaign as reasons for his landslide victory.

"Alvin's campaign came off as more of a joke," he said. Walker's campaign posters showed his lying in a hammock.

His platform included calls for a statewide smoke-in to protest marijuana laws. Publishing a booklet to aid students if they're arrested, setting up a local chapter of the National Organization for the Reform of Marijuana Laws, an SGA-sponsored "festival of hedonism" and a raffle for a ride in a hot air balloon.

"It's refreshing to know that for the second year in a row, Madison students take the SGA elections seriously," Martin said.

Last year Tony "the Tiger" Griener, whose campaign photos showed him with a paper bag over his head, ran a mock campaign calling for such things as changing the name of the Dukes to the Agicians.

He polled 14 percent of the vote.

Martin indicated that he had "big shoes to fill" in succeeding Pile.

"Pile has been the best SGA president in my years here, and probably the best ever at Madison," Martin said. "But I think I've learned enough from him to be a good president. It takes a lot but I'm ready to try it." He said he realized earlier in the year that he would probably be the next SGA president.

"When I became administrative vice president, I thought of it as a stepping stone, but I always thought I'd be running against (SGA treasurer) Don Haag or (SGA legislative vice president) Charlie Harris," Martin said. "But as the year went on I realized they weren't running and I was probably it."

Of the 70 chapel ballots that had been counted, Pile said only 9 were against any SGA involvement with a campus religious center.

There were 22 votes for SGA being "an equal partner" with religious groups in setting up a religious center, 14 for the SGA to lead religious groups, 12 for SGA to "only aid other groups who initiate and explore the possibility" and 3 votes for the SGA to "take sole responsibility."

Pile said there were several instances of persons marking more than one choice and thus invalidating the entire paper ballot.

One interesting sidelight to the election was with the yes-no levers on the voting machine.

"I don't know what they thought they were voting on," he said, "but they were sure for it."
Course waiver available

By DEBBIE YARD

For seniors not graduating because of a mistake in course selection, whether it be their own fault or the fault of their advisers, there is a procedure that could resolve the problem.

A course substitution or waiver form is available in the department head’s office. “Certain general studies courses may be waivered,” according to Dr. Thomas Stanton, vice president for academic affairs.

For example, a student who didn’t take his humanities requirement, but took other courses in the humanities instead, could have that requirement waived and the unrequired humanities substituted in its place, Stanton said.

The student must fill out this form and include his name, department, required course title, title of the course he desires to waivered or substitute, catalog year and the reason for waiver or substitution.

Authorization must then be obtained by the student’s academic adviser, major department head and the dean of his school. The signature of the vice president for academic affairs must only be obtained when the problem involves another school, said Stanton.

The names of four students, who were told they would not graduate, have come to the attention of the Student Government Association, according to SGA president Darrell Pile.

Two of the cases have been taken care of, said Pile. One involved a student who had taken a 200-level history class instead of the required 200-level class with on the consent of his adviser. The other involved a student who had taken two United States history courses instead of one U.S. and one non-U.S. history, also on the advice of his adviser.

The third student, who Pile has not worked with, had already graduated in August, 1978, but had taken the class because he had taken a small group communications class and, therefore, his military history class, neither of which counted toward graduation.

The fourth student, who also has not worked with Pile, could not be reached for comment at press time.

Local educators receive awards

Two persons closely associated with Riverheads High School in Augusta County received James Madison University’s annual Educator of the Year award Wednesday night.

Mrs. Mollie H. Ramsey, who retired last year as guidance counselor at Riverheads High, received the award for a professional educator.

The award for contributions to education by a layman went to Dr. H. Lynn Moore, who has volunteered his support for a number of programs at Riverheads High.

The Educator of the Year awards have been presented annually for the last eight years by Greater Madison Inc., a JMU support group.

Awards recognize outstanding performance by a professional educator and a layman in the field of education.

Persons living in the Shenandoah Valley are eligible for the awards.

Wednesday’s awards presentations and music performed by a performance by a JMU support group, the Madisonians.

The winner of the professional educator award was Mrs. Ramsey, retired last year after 32 years service in public education.

She had been a teacher and guidance counselor at Riverheads High for 15 years and previously taught in Spotswood, Staunton, Fairfield and Collierstown.

She was named Outstanding Teacher of the Year by the Middlebrook Ruritan Club and was selected as Educator of the Year in 1977 by the Central Valley Personnel and Guidance Association.

In 1972, Mrs. Ramsey was chosen as an Honorary Chapter Farmer by the members of the Riverheads chapter of the Future Farmers of America. She sponsored the Future Teachers of America club at the high school.

A native of Rockbridge County, Mrs. Ramsey has her bachelor’s and master’s degrees from James Madison University. She has taken additional courses at the University of Virginia and the University of Richmond.

Her principal at Riverheads, Cecil G. Layman, Jr., described Mrs. Ramsey as “a professional educator, wonderful person and a principal’s dream.”

The recipient of the award for a layman, Moore, has been active in many activities at Riverheads High – particularly those involving the athletic teams and the 4-H club.

Moore has been inducted into the 4-H All-Star Chapter of Fame, the highest honor the club bestows. The award recognizes his many contributions to the 4-H program in Virginia.

Moore has served as a 4-H leader, camp doctor and is active in the Augusta County 4-H All-Star Chapter and in 4-H district and state activities.

Moore has been closely associated with the athletic program at Riverheads High. He has been team physician for the school’s teams since it opened in 1963 and provides free physical examinations for the student athletes.

Moore has served as president of the Riverheads Booster club which built a new press box, baseball dugouts and six-lane pool at the school and completed payments on the school’s tennis courts.

Moore also started and financed Little League football in Augusta County.

A native of Blacksburg, Moore received his bachelor’s degree at Virginia Tech and his M.D. from the Medical College of Virginia and the Virginia Commonwealth University.

He was in practice in Madison County for 32 years and has had his practice at Mint Spring since then.
Gwendolyn Brooks:

'Tam going to distill you'

By KRIS CARLSON

If a theme were given to the lecture, it would have been the same as the description Gwendolyn Brooks made of one of her poems: "Those not of the black persuasion are perfectly welcome to eavesdrop."

In a lecture sponsored by the Office of Minority Affairs and the Black Student Alliance, the Poet Laureate of Illinois and the winner of the Pulitzer Prize in 1950 captivated her Tuesday night audience in Grafton Stovall Theatre with readings and discussions of some of her poems.

Although her Poet Laureate predecessor Carl Sandburg had set the precedent for poetry, Brooks said she had only one: "It is hard for me to believe I am going to distill you."

Brooks' poem 'Primer for Blacks,' expressed her ideal goal for blacks: "The banner is black unity. The banner and the bond."

"Blackness is a title, a commitment...to comprehend, salute and love..." Brooks recited from the poem.

Besides this theme of a call for black unity, Brooks also presented the problem of black identity in her selected readings. In "The Life of Lincoln West," who is "a darling little boy of my own invention," Brooks said, a young black boy was ridiculed and hated because he had the "cotton-picking nerve to come here as an African, looking like an African."

And the typical "African look," Brooks said, was a "pendulous lip, branching ears...and most disturbing—that most bat head."

In another identity poem, Brooks emphasized that "no one should confuse non-standard with sub-standard English," that "children must not be told in word or deed that their hometown language is inferior—to reject his hometown language is to reject him..."

Brooks was referring to recent calls from the educational establishment to label "Black Anglish," or black vernacular, as sub-standard English.

The poem 'Riot' was a response to the Chicago Riots after the assassination of Martin Luther King, according to Brooks. "It occurred to me to wonder how a young or old (white) liberal would react to such a confrontation," she said. The name of the liberal in the poem was John Cabot, who got very upset "because the Negroes were coming down the street...Coming toward him—his rough ranks...Don't let it touch me—the blackness, he said."

"Blackness is a title, a commitment...to comprehend, salute and love..." Brooks recited from the poem. "It is hard for me to believe I am going to distill you."

Brooks also presented three love poems, one for young people, one for old people, and one a story of love and lynching. The first, for young people, was dedicated to her husband met at a NAACP Youth Council, but she did not know at the time that he had been sent there just to meet her by a mutual friend. Brooks commented to the friend beside her at the time he walked in the room that "That's the man I'm going to marry." Brooks' friend called out to him "Hey, this girl wants to meet you," and a month later they were supposèd sexual connotations, Brooks said. However, "Jazz in the poem meant to disturb, scratch, unsettle, and "June" actually refers to the month, "Then in '67, I met some people who had this 'new writing' guide, and it sounded sensible to me. They held that black poetry

(Continued on Page 12)
Faculty women honor JMU athletic director

By PATTI TULLY

The associate director of women's intercollegiate athletics here, Dr. Leotus Morrison, has been named this year's "Outstanding Woman of Virginia." The award was presented by the James Madison University Faculty Women's Caucus at its annual dominion lecture Monday night.

Morrison, also a professor of physical and health education, received the award in recognition of her contributions to women's sports on national, international, and state levels in addition to her work here at JMU.

Honor Moore, a woman playwright, poet, and critic of the arts was the guest speaker for the occasion.


"Women's theater is transitional because it is moving forward and more women are getting into the field," she said.

It is sociological because the concerns of society are seen through the personal prisms of women playwrights, she said.

Women's theater is actual because it's growing. However, it is still young and vulnerable, Moore said.

Moore's first experience with women in theater occurred in 1958 when she was a young girl. Moore attended a play and was particularly impressed by one very powerful actress who took the stage.

When the actress came to dinner at her home that night, Moore told the actress she was very interested in theater. The woman told her, "Read the poets, Honor. Poetry is theater." Later that year, Moore's mother played opposite Malcolm Boyd in a play called "The Cocktail Party." "The sense of seeing my mother as another person also made an impression on me," Moore said.

While in high school, Moore worked in the theater as a prop girl and stage manager in addition to producing the play "Pajama Game." After high school, however, when she studied at Harvard and Yale, Moore remained back stage, mainly because she was a woman, she said. While the men were directing and writing plays, she usually ended up doing such tasks as carrying coffee to them, she said.

During the summer of 1969 Moore moved to New York where she helped produce the play "The Nest" (written by a woman) for Broadway.

"The Nest" is a story of three women, and its frame of reference for humor is based on personal experiences of women such as menstruation, overweightness, rooming and sharing a bathroom with other women.

"However, the play was very unpopular with the critics, who were mostly men, Moore said, and from the experience she learned two very painful lessons about the politics of women's theater. First, because of incense of women playwrights, she usually learned how to produce plays. Moore said. Second, critics will censor what they're not familiar with, she said.

In this case, the male critics could not relate to the humor of women's experiences and therefore censored it with bad reviews.

"After this shattering experience, Moore left the theater and returned to writing poetry. When her mother died of cancer in 1973, Moore began writing poetry about her mother's death as a means of expressing her emotions. When Moore later participated in a poetry reading at Westbeth in New York, she read some of the poems about her mother's death. One prominent woman in the theater was so impressed by it that she asked Moore to write a play on the subject."

This offer prompted Moore to write her play "Mourning Pictures," which was produced on Broadway in 1974. The play received very poor reviews from male critics, but the female critics who could relate to it praised it. Seeing that she was at least getting recognition from the women critics, Moore began giving poetry readings all over the country and began writing her anthology. Now having completed that anthology, two plays, and a book of poetry, Moore is a contributing editor of "Chrysalis," a member of the board of directors of the Manhattan Theatre Club and Poets and Writers Inc. She is also a frequent lecturer at colleges and universities across the country and director of numerous workshops in writing throughout the northeast. In addition to her own movement into the upper ranks of theater, Moore also noted that the number of women producers in regional theaters grew from seven percent in 1977 to nine percent in 1978.

"We women playwrights have survived something. We can now push ourselves to the future," she said.
**Nuclear refugee turns up here**

By THERESA BEALE

HARRISBURG, Pa., is 200 miles from Harrisonburg—and that’s exactly why Harrisburg native Frank Runkle has taken temporary refuge in a local motel.

Runkle and his family left their hometown last Saturday to escape possible radiation exposure from the crippled Three Mile Island nuclear plant, located 10 miles from Harrisburg.

Although Pennsylvania officials have advised the evacuation only of preschool children and pregnant women from within a five-mile radius of the nuclear plant, Runkle said he decided to leave town as a "precautionary measure."

"I don’t think anyone knows what will happen," he said. "We figured if everyone was going to get out, we’d get out early."

Although schools have been closed since the accident last Wednesday, Runkle said businesses have remained open in Harrisburg, where he works in a building supply firm.

The city’s residents were calm throughout the alarms, according to Runkle.

"It’s something that everybody knew could happen," Runkle said. "If there was a need to establish budget and expenditures, the SGA must do so at the beginning of the semester."

**Final exhibit displayed in Sawhill Gallery**

The annual James Madison University Undergraduate Student Jouried Exhibition will be on exhibit from April 7 through May 4 in the Sawhill Gallery.

The student exhibit is the final exhibition of the 1978-79 season in the Sawhill Gallery.

The student work will be judged by Leslee Corper who is currently teaching at Mary Baldwin College in Staunton.

**New Music** on WMRA

A variety of contemporary music will be featured on "New Music," a 13-week series to be broadcast on WMRA (90.7FM) beginning April 7 at 7 a.m.

The series includes works performed at three European music festivals—Poland’s Warsaw Autumn, the World Music Days in Finland and Sweden, and West Germany’s Festival of Music.
Art auction

Artworks by Chagall, Dalì, Mattisse and Picasso will be among those featured at an art auction Saturday evening at Beth El Temple on Old Furnace Road. Original oil paintings, graphics, watercolors, sculpture, engravings and tapestries, including frames, will be included among the works offered. Other artists to be represented include Arnti, Boulangier, Calder, Delacroix, Liberman, Lubeck, Jean Piccell and Mary Vickers. The preview will begin at 7 p.m., when wine and cheese will be served. The auction begins at 8. Admission is free.

Reading course

Reading Efficiency 220 will be offered for the first time in the Fall, 1979, Monday and Wednesday, 1600-1700 at the Reading Center. This is a three credit course for students and adults who are able to read at or near an adult level, yet desire improvement in specific skills: comprehension, and rate of reading. The course may be taken for credit or improvement. A prerequisite, English 101, is equivalent is required.

Phys. lecture

The Physics Society of JMU is sponsoring a Telelecture Series on April 9. It will be entitled "Planetary Exploration." It will look at past and continuing missions of the planetary probes, discussing what we have discovered so far about the other planets of our Solar System and what we hope to accomplish on the future missions. The lecture will be held in Miller 109 at 4 p.m.

Yogi support

T. M. Meditators interested in participating in a study designed to offer support for a statement by Maharishi Mahesh Yogi should contact Dave as soon as possible at 434-3909, Box 1403, or Lynn at 453-6606, Box 2230.

Award ceremony

The Recreational Activities Staff would like to extend an invitation for all to attend the Third Annual Intramural Awards Ceremony on April 19 from 8 p.m.-12 p.m. in the Warren University Union Ballroom. This year's ceremony will be in DISCO and will feature "Fun Gold." Please be there to receive your award or just join in an evening of fun.

Marine science

Biology and Geology majors wishing to enroll in Introduction to Marine Science, a four semester hour elective credit course in off-campus in the Rappahannock River and Chesapeake Bay during the Spring semester, will need to complete registration with Dr. William F. Jones, Program Coordinator, Burrows 216, not later than April 27. For more information call 666-7037.

Unpaid checks

Checks returned unpaid to James Madison by student's books must be redeemed in cash at the Cashier's Window. Wilson Hall before the end of the session for students to receive transcripts, diplomas, or to register for next session. Avoid the hassle of having a hold put on your records. Pay now and avoid last minute lines.

Raffle winner

The Physics Society of JMU would like to announce that the winner of its recent raffle in memory of Gary Kellman. He will receive a gift certificate good for $50 worth of records from Blue Mountain Records. Congratulations.

New course

A new course will be offered in the fall semester, 1979. The course, Sociology 366 Modern American Culture, meets on Tuesdays and Thursdays in the Language Arts Building, 10:00-11:15 a.m. The course will explore ways that society and social life are reflected in such cultural forms as film, literature, music, dance, fashion, architecture, and mass media. It will look at the interactions between the cultural forms both reflect and contribute to social change. The course is directed toward non-sociology majors, and there are no prerequisites. For additional information, please contact Professor Mary Lou Wylie in the Department of Sociology, Anthropology, and Social Work.

Jewish seder

Jewish students are welcome to participate in a seder at the homes of area families on the first night of Passover next Wednesday. Those interested should call 433-1896 or 434-6631 by Monday evening.

Spanish tutors

Lucille Romanello and Mary Phillips will be tutors of Spanish during April. One of them will be in the Language Center of Keenel Hall every Tuesday from 6:30-8 p.m. Please feel free to take advantage of this service.

Sociology club

All those interested in becoming a Charter Member of the JMU Sociology Club who could not attend the March 22 meeting call Sarah Clark at 5555 or drop a note to box 413.

Chrysalis

Chrysalis art submissions may be picked up at Wine-
Price Rm. 119 April 6, 9, 10 and 11 between 8:30 and 7:30. Artworks selected for inclusion in the Chrysalis artshow at Silvertree Gallery should be mailed, framed, and returned by May 15. Please contact Sarah Clark at 5555 or drop a note to box 413.

Art exhibit

There will be an invitational exhibit for outstanding senior artists at Artworks Gallery through April 7. Gallery hours are Wednesday-Saturday 12:30-5 p.m. Thursdays nights till 9 p.m., and Sundays 4-6 p.m.

Address change

To receive your magazines during the summer months you should put in a change of address to your publisher. This will assure that the June issues will go to your home.

Free tickets

Complimentary tickets for Wampler. The Wednesday evening theater's presentation of "Mardi Gras" can be obtained by donating an old bed sheet to the production. Contact Robin Jackson, Box 1772 or call 453-3721.

Foreign study

The Centre Européen D'Exchanges Universitaires in Brussels has announced a Program of Grants-in-Aid for American-college juniors, seniors and graduates whose records and previous study of French qualifies them for admission to the universities of Paris on the academic year abroad program. The program will be in French francs amounting to approximately $500 per month. Deadline is April 15. To apply send letter stating your full name, birthdate, permanent address, college year and major, along with 25 cents in stamps to: C.E.E.U, PO, Box 612, Princeton, N.J.

Summer staff

Applications for Summer Orientation Staff are now available in Alumnae Hall. Room 106. Position includes Orienting Assistant to help with Orientation housing and tours. Contact Housing Office. Applications are due June 15.

Summer jobs

Interested students are needed for positions as part-time summer conference housing desk clerks. You must be available for work from Thursday, May 10 through Saturday, August 11. Working Memorial Day Weekend is a requirement for the job. Applications are available from Jan Wise, Assistant Director of Residence Halls, in Hoffman Hall, Room 106, or the Housing Office. Applications are due Friday, April 13, 1979.

Broadcasting

The National Honorary Broadcasting Society, Alpha Episclon Xi, is accepting applications for membership. Membership is open to all broadcasting and film students who have a 3.0 GPA in broadcasting and a 2.0 overall. Must apply to be present at the broadcasting concentrators' meeting on Tuesday, April 10 to answer questions. The Annual Spring Broadcasting Banquet will be held Saturday evening, April 28. Tickets may be purchased April 9 through April 20 at WMRA and TFC.

Interviews

Representatives from King George County Schools, Camp Mackemie, and Providence Mutual Insurance will be present on April 10. For more information contact the Placement Office for an appointment.

Continued on Page 8
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**Social work**

Mr. Jose del Toro, Director of the Hispanic Community Center of York, Pennsylvania will be speaking on the problems of the Hispanic people in the York area on April 9, Room B, Warren University Union, from 7:30-8:30 p.m. Mr. del Toro will be speaking particularly on the problem areas of unemployment, education, legal problems; the resources used and those needed for this minority group. Refreshments will be served. All are invited to attend. The event is sponsored by the Social Work organization.

**Birth control**

There is a place to get information and help about Birth Control. Contact the Rockingham Health Center. Phone 433-1771.

**Listening Ear**

Listening Ear is a confidential, no hassle, anonymous place to call to discuss frustrations, emotional loss, anxiety, questions about pregnancy, dope, boozing, sex, etc. The campus line is sponsored by the JMU Counseling and Student Development Center. It operates from 12 p.m. until 12 a.m. The number is 6444.

**Women in film**

The American Studies Committee will sponsor a presentation on women in film on April 11. Two films will be shown, "Mildred Pierce" at 4 p.m. and "His Girl Friday" at 7 p.m. Both showings will be in Harrison 206. Admission is free and everyone is invited.

**Worship**

There will be an interfaith worship service in the Warren University Union Ballroom on April 11 at 7 p.m. The service features Cornerstone Band and a dramatic presentation of "The Man on the Center Cross."

**Plant sale**

Madison Christian Fellowship will sponsor a plant sale April 11 and 12 from 10 a.m.-6 p.m. at the Warren University Union. There will be hundreds of plants to choose from. Come and buy your Easter plants!

**Club barbeque**

The Hotel-Restaurant Management Club will hold a chicken barbeque on April 7 beginning at 11 a.m. The barbeque will be held at the Woodmen of the World building on Rte. 42 in Dayton. Price will be $1.50 for one half a chicken.
By JULIE SUMMERS

"This isn't Fort Lauderdale. Stay away. Leave us alone." University of Virginia assistant Dean of Students Peter Stoudt says the administration there wants outside students to stay home over Easters Weekend, once called the biggest party in the country.

"That's ridiculous. Go to the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill for Jubilee April 20-21. That'll be the biggest party. Everyone who has been coming here (UVa.) is unwelcome," Stoudt said.

Easters Weekend traditionally has been held each year the week before Easter Sunday as a spring festival for UVa. students. Fraternities and student organizations sponsored large parties open to UVa. students and their guests.

The university has been attempting to scale down Easters for the past couple years, Stoudt said but have been unable to get a handle on it. Fraternity parties are only open to members and their guests.

"So many friends of friends of friends arrive for fraternity parties they end up in a separate party on the street," Michael Bisceglia, president of UVa.'s Interfraternity Council said.

Last year, in an attempt to drain the crowds from Rugby Road, fraternity row, a block party on McCormick Road was set up.

"We ended up creating a monster," Stoudt said. This year the block party on McCormick, organized by all the university organizations, was held Wednesday night.

"We put it during the week so' not so many outsiders would come," Bisceglia said.

"The problem is Saturday night when the busloads from South Florida to Maine start pouring in."

"Encourage your students to stay home," Stoudt said. "The whole concept of Easters is in jeopardy. We have vandalism, trashing, you name it. There are bodies everywhere—we had 20,000 people on Rugby Road last year."

Stoudt said the administration does not want to abolish Easters but may have to if the crowds and vandalism can't be alleviated.

"We're not against Easters—we're against destruction. It has turned into one big drunken brawl and the university is not getting the benefit of it, others are," he said. "We want the week to be a truly intimate event for the university."

Bisceglia says the students are stuck because they want Easters to be big but they know the physical structure of the university can't handle such an event.

"We've created a monster we can't get rid of. All we get is negative criticism and we don't want to put up with it again," he said.

UNC's Jubilee Weekend, which Stoudt says should be the biggest party, was held each year from 1961 to 1971 but was stopped for the same reasons UVa. is concerned about Easters. "I think they're fools for starting it up again," he said. "Go there if you need someplace to go. Destroy their dormitories and kick in their windows. Leave us alone."

Jimmy Buffet is scheduled to appear at Jubilee, which expects double the usual Easters crowd.

Honored students display art

An exhibit of art works by students who will receive awards during James Madison University's Honors Day activities on April 5 is currently on display at the Artworks Gallery. The exhibition will be held.
By GARY FUNSTON

There was no the usual drunken rumble spilling out of the Elbow Room this past Tuesday night. Instead, as one walked along Main Street towards the small club, the most noticeable sound was the beautifully pure flugelhorn sound. The first set ended with one of the best numbers, along with an initial lack of confidence on the band's part—a problem quickly rectified by the next song.

McCoy Tyner's "Song For My Father" featured Wolfe on soprano and Moulton on drums. John Coltrane's "Mr. P.C." began the first set, revealing his usual opening number—balance problems, along with its members displaying uniformly sadistic, novelists are fast paced, slightly death, with two more copies of every book in the series, "Octopussy," the fourteenth and final book of the Bond books. For example, I do not have the entire series of 14 books for less than $2.50. The series begins with "Casino Royale," where we are introduced to the coolly confident and somewhat grim James Bond. Those who have enjoyed the 007 movies may not necessarily enjoy the books for the film's lack of an American printing for that title all the more ironic.

The Sextet played two full sets Tuesday night. вместо "The Breeze, Friday, April 6, 1979"

The Sextet, and both band and audience appeared fairly dancing on the table tops. There was no electric blues heard above the roar of the audience. Instead, as towards the small club, the one walked along Main Street into a comedy film. The stockton's trim on his right cheek, and, as we are told several times, smokes sixty special-blend high-nicotine cigarettes a day. Reference is often made to books or Bond's "finely drawn but cruel mouth," and, in a somewhat dated comparison, several characters in the book make mention of Bond's resemblance to Hoagy Carmichael.

Ian Fleming described Bond in an interview shortly before his death as a "clumsy instrument in the hands of the government. His eyes are frozen, and his few perceptible virtues except patriotism and courage, which are probably not virtues anyway.

In the most radical departure from the album's title all the more ironic.

By JIM DAWSON

Ian Fleming, James Bond novels are fast paced, slightly entertaining—and available for next to nothing, if one knows where to look. Twelve 007 titles were published between 1953 and 1964, the year of Fleming's death, with two more published posthumously. With a little rummaging in used book stores, it is easy to find all of the titles but one; the fourteenth and final book in the series, "Octopussy," was never published in America and consequently does not show up very often in used book stores here. Finding the thirteen other titles, however, is another story. In a metropolitan area like Washington, many used book stores carry several copies of every book in the series. Bond books can also be found in swap shops, at used book sales at library book sales. Here in Harrisonburg, however, the only thrift shop and Lang's Bookshelf carry many of the Bond novels.

The main attraction of buying books at these places, is the chance to own your own books. For example, I managed to purchase the entire series of 14 books (including "Octopussy," through luck alone), for less than $2.50.

The faculty half of the group consists of George Wolfe on alto and soprano sax. Ken Moulton on trumpet and flugelhorn; and Mike Davis on trombone. With its members displaying uniformly sadistic, novelists are fast paced, slightly death, with two more copies of every book in the series, "Octopussy," the fourteenth and final book of the Bond books. For example, I do not have the entire series of 14 books for less than $2.50. The series begins with "Casino Royale," where we are introduced to the coolly confident and somewhat grim James Bond. Those who have enjoyed the 007 movies may not necessarily enjoy the books for the film's lack of an American printing for that title all the more ironic.

The Sextet, and both band and audience appeared fairly dancing on the table tops. There was no electric blues heard above the roar of the audience. Instead, as towards the small club, the one walked along Main Street into a comedy film. The stockton's trim on his right cheek, and, as we are told several times, smokes sixty special-blend high-nicotine cigarettes a day. Reference is often made to books or Bond's "finely drawn but cruel mouth," and, in a somewhat dated comparison, several characters in the book make mention of Bond's resemblance to Hoagy Carmichael.

Ian Fleming described Bond in an interview shortly before his death as a "clumsy instrument in the hands of the government. His eyes are frozen, and his few perceptible virtues except patriotism and courage, which are probably not virtues anyway.

In the most radical departure from the album's title all the more ironic.

By JIM DAWSON

Ian Fleming's James Bond novels are fast paced, slightly entertaining—and available for next to nothing, if one knows where to look. Twelve 007 titles were published between 1953 and 1964, the year of Fleming's death, with two more published posthumously. With a little rummaging in used book stores, it is easy to find all of the titles but one; the fourteenth and final book in the series, "Octopussy," was never published in America and consequently does not show up very often in used book stores here. Finding the thirteen other titles, however, is another story. In a metropolitan area like Washington, many used book stores carry several copies of every book in the series. Bond books can also be found in swap shops, at used book sales at library book sales. Here in Harrisonburg, however, the only thrift shop and Lang's Bookshelf carry many of the Bond novels.

The main attraction of buying books at these places, is the chance to own your own books. For example, I managed to purchase the entire series of 14 books (including "Octopussy," through luck alone), for less than $2.50.
Bill Cristman...art is a difficult way to make a living

Bill Cristman: guest scenic artist for 'Tartuffe'

By AARON CROSS

Many people want a career that incorporates variety, self-expression and freedom of choice. To many people this is only a dream. Bill Cristman is an artist. That's what he does for a living. He is a rare individual. He is a freelancer who gets work year round.

Cristman is currently working for the Stratford Players, who hired him to paint the scenery for the upcoming production of 'Tartuffe'.

Cristman is not the stereotypical creative genius-type artist. He is more of a technician who relies on competence, diligence, and a bit of entrepreneurship. His greatest asset is a divergence of styles ranging from sculpture, opera backdrops, restaurant signs, even children's bedroom murals. He sits and talks.

He says that even though he is usually allowed a large amount of creative freedom, most of his work is commissioned and therefore subject to the restrictions of the person paying for it. He says that although most artists desire to make a strong personal statement, very few succeed. "I'm a realistic person," he says.

He believes that schooling in art is "an interesting way to spend four years for some people," he grins.

He leans back in his chair. "If I were an art teacher, I would teach the difference between personal art and practical art. I would stress that art is a difficult way to make a living."

"There are ideas that need to be changed. Visual artists tend to work independently. I believe that they can collaborate as do actors, dancers, musicians and other performing artists. He is staring at the ceiling.

"Art classes should conduct projects which they design and market to commercial sponsors. I believe that art school should be more practical."

He leans forward and looks at me. "In art school you are led to believe that your own creative juices will sustain you, but when you get out who gives a

John Prine plays here tonight

By DEAN HONEYCUTT

"Tickets almost gone!"

Photo by Bob Leverone

The John Prine story, despite the green gaps, is still an interesting one. It seems he was a mailman in Chicago when Kris Kristofferson discovered him in a small, smoky club. From there Prine was vaulted from ignominy to celebrity, almost instantly, according to this press release.

"PRINE WAS VAULTED FROM IGNOMINY TO CELEBRITY, ALMOST INSTANTLY, ACCORDING TO THIS PRESS RELEASE."

Kristofferson discovered him in a small, smoky club. From there Prine was vaulted from ignominy to celebrity, almost instantly, according to this press release.

"The John Prine story, despite the green gaps, is still an interesting one. It seems he was a mailman in Chicago when Kris Kristofferson discovered him in a small, smoky club. From there Prine was vaulted from ignominy to celebrity, almost instantly, according to this press release."

"IT SHOULD BE OBVIOUS TO ANYONE FAMILIAR WITH PRINE THAT HE IS NOT THE MOST TALENTED GUITARIST IN THE WORLD. NOR DOES HE BOAST A GREAT SINGING VOICE. ALTHOUGH HE HAS BEEN HAILED BY SOME AS THE NEXT BOB DYLAN, THIS IS PROBABLY BECAUSE HIS VOICE SOUNDS LIKE MOURNING BULLFROGS, NOT BECAUSE HE WRITES PROFOUND LYRICS. PRINE SINGS ABOUT FLAKY GIRLS, HOMES AND SPACED-OUT JESUS FREAKS, YOU KNOW, AVERAGE PEOPLE."

But he doesn't do it in an average way. Prine's charm comes from a combination of off-the-cuff wit and a disarmingly careless attitude towards life, his audience, and his performance. He is lazy about recording, too, "Bruised Orange," being his only album in four years.

Nevertheless, a little bit of Prine goes a long way. A few seats are still available for tonight's concert.
By LOUIS EACHO

"Knowledge is power," said Dr. Krueger, one can come to terms with a faculty department head over curriculum changes or even, for example, a congressman over natural gas legislation.

"Really I had made up my mind to enter politics in 1960, when I was at Oxford earning my doctorate," said Krueger. A major change evolved in Krueger's life while he was an administrator at Duke University, when his father became seriously ill with cancer and died within a matter of weeks. Krueger decided the time was right to return to Texas and look after his father's business, while making plans to run for public office.

"I resigned my tenure position from Duke instead of taking a leave of absence," said Krueger, "because if you want to walk a tightrope, you shouldn't have a safety belt."

Once Krueger was elected he found that his life had drastically changed to where he belonged to his constituents, he said. People demand so much from you, said Krueger, "that it calls upon you to be quick and witty, which would be considered superficial in academic circles."

"I quickly found out the worst aspect of political life is the single issue voter. How many of us would like to be known for only one thing we did in our lives?" asked Krueger.

"One single event can ruin a politician," according to Krueger who cited the crying incident of Senator Edmund Muskie, as a prime example of how a politician can ruin himself. "I believe that in changing from the academic to the political life that I haven't become corrupted or more superficial, but I've learned to use things not called on me before," said Krueger.

"I've learned to use every minute of my time," said Krueger. "I just can't sit down and form 25 pages of notes anymore for a speech like I used to as a professor, he said."

Finally, Krueger added with a smile, "I expect to spend the rest of my life in politics. Like Madison I shall return to Washington in 1984."

The remarkable fact about this was that Krueger was the first freshman congressman to actually initiate and get a bill before the floor of Congress in years.

Using the "Knowledge is power" theory, Krueger said he studied the economic aspects of deregulation of natural gas prices until he was considered to be an expert on energy matters by his fellow congressmen.

"I quickly found out the worst aspect of political life is the single issue voter. How many of us would like to be known for only one thing we did in our lives?" asked Krueger.

"One single event can ruin a politician," according to Krueger who cited the crying incident of Senator Edmund Muskie, as a prime example which ended his presidential hopes in 1972.

Krueger entered this atmosphere in 1974 and was seen labeled by the New York Times as having more impact than any other freshman congressman in years.

In February of 1976 Krueger introduced a bill to deregulate the price of natural gas, which he said is similar to a bill that President Carter is now proposing.
Delicious Steaks & Tasty Seafood
Complete with Choice of Potatoes, Texas Toast, Sour Cream, All you can eat Soup & Salad Bar
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YOUR MAGAZINE NEEDS YOU

Your Magazine Needs You

Applications for next year's CHRYSLIS staff are now being accepted. Submit your application indicating position desired, personal qualifications, plans for the position and reasons for applying for it.

APPLICATION DEADLINE: WEDNESDAY, APRIL 18

Your Magazine Needs You

Chrysalis
School of Fine Arts and Communication
The following list of programs and activities is a synopsis of work completed this year by the Student Government Association. The listing of new and continued programs is intended to be informative. It concludes the year for the current SGA officers. Darrell Pile (President), Dave Martin (Administrative Vice President), Charlie Harris (Legislative Vice President), Don Haag (Treasurer), Leslee Ledden (Secretary).

ACTIVITIES CALENDAR - Approximately 6,000 calendars were distributed free of charge to JMU students. The calendars comprehensively cover almost all JMU activities and contain information about the SGA, the University, JMU clubs, and various Harrisonburg activities.

USED BOOKSALE - The book sale is held during the first week of each semester in the Warren University Union. Students set their own selling prices and give their books to the SGA for sale. The SGA then sells the books and returns the money and unsold books to the owner. This year, the sale has almost quadrupled in size...returning over $34,000.00 to students last semester.

CHAPEL CONSTRUCTION - The SGA initiated work to increase the present $9,000 Chapel fund. A group of area ministers are supportive of this project and are willing to help in the community-alumni fund raising for the construction of a campus religious center. The fund raising efforts for this multi-purpose center are dependent upon student enthusiasm. A similar center exists and is very popular at American University. Total cost is estimated between $250,000 to $500,000.

INTEREST-FREE LOANS - Dr. Carrier has supported the SGA request to establish an interest free loan fund which will provide loans of up to $600.00 to JMU students. The SGA and the University Foundation will pay the interest on an account of $50,000 to provide this one year loan service. The program is now awaiting state approval for funding or secretarial assistance.

HONOR PLEDGE - The Faculty Senate and the University Council approved an SGA-Honor Council request to have the honor pledge placed on all papers and examinations. Students should be reminded that the minimum penalty for an honor violation at JMU is suspension.

TEACHER EVALUATIONS - A fourteen question evaluation form was prepared and is on file for distribution and publication if necessary. The form is comprised of questions from existing departmental evaluation forms and is modeled after similar publications on some other University campuses. Because the publication will not guarantee the correction of poor teaching situations, the Senate has tabulated this program pending the corrective success of the new Student Departmental Grievance program.

STUDENT DEPARTMENTAL GRIEVANCES - Student complaints within a department can be directed to representative student bodies who, in turn, members are to be posted within each department. Students serving on these bodies are elected, will hear complaints and can take the complaints to the department curriculum and instruction committee to which they are a voting member. Complaints can be handled via the C&S committee and/or corrected administratively. In short, students have a voting role in handling and correcting poor teaching situations.

LIBERAL MAKE-UP POLICY - During days of inclement weather, faculty members have been encouraged to exercise a reasonably liberal policy which will enable students to make up work missed. The Faculty Senate and the University Council have supported this commuter student request.

SCOOTER'S NOOZE - Funded by the SGA, this commuter newsletter has been expanded and has gained overwhelming student support. Each publication contains topics of concern to our commuter population.

24 HOUR COMMUTER LOUNGE - This lounge, located in entrance four of Gibbons Dining Hall contains several vending machines, a telephone, a microwave oven and comfortable furniture. Its opening can be credited to the SGA's Commuter Student Committee.

COMMUTER STUDENT T-SHIRTS - The commuter student committee sponsored this sale of shirts which display the commuter emblem "The Scooter". The sale was a success. The first shipment of shirts was sold out in two days. A second shipment will arrive soon.

ADVANCED STUDENT BASKETBALL TICKETS - Beginning next season, students with I.D.'s can pick up basketball tickets two days in advance of the game. This new policy is the result of long lines of students being denied entry into major JMU basketball games. Additional student seating in Godwin has also been secured.

UNIVERSITY FARM IMPROVEMENTS - Among other changes, additional lighting, improved maintenance, and a basketball court has been approved for the Farm. During the warmer season, the University Farm is scheduled for use nearly everyday of the week.

STUDENT ADVOCATE CORP - The student advocate corp works to advise students on honor council, judicial, and university policies. This year advocate corp has defended students in four honor council, one judicial and one lifestyle hearing(s). Five students are appointed by the SGA yearly to provide this free service.

JUDICIAL COORDINATOR - The judicial coordinator is a student appointed by the SGA to place sanctions on students accused of violating University policy. Over thirty cases have been handled by this years coordinator.

SGA CONSTITUTION - The constitution was revised and liberalized by the Constitutional Revisions Committee. Copies of the constitution and bylaws are available at the SGA office.

DINING HALL - The dining hall advisory committee played a role in several changes to the dining hall...extension of d-hall hours on Sunday nights until 7 P.M., a vegetarian line and vegetarian menu, the returning of a diet drink center medical care. Student complaints can be directed to Dr. KB Eggleston.

HEALTH CENTER EVALUATIONS - Students receiving care at the health center can complete an evaluation form upon leaving the center. The forms are then reviewed by the centers 9 member student advisory committee. Recently, out of 136 forms returned, the results show that JMU students are very satisfied with health center care.

ROCKINGHAM COUNTY MEDICAL SOCIETY - The society has agreed to review student complaints regarding JMU health center medical care. Student complaints can be directed to Dr. R.B. Eggleston.

MEDITATION ROOM - Plans have been approved to locate this room into the present outgoing center room in the WUU. As soon as the location under the theatre is ready for the outgoing centers relocation, the meditation room will be established.

HARRISONBURG ZONING - The commuter Student Committee and SGA sought to override a community attempt to re-zone the city. Despite a threatened economic boycott of the city as well as several petitions and statewide publicity, the change in zoning was approved and is effective September 1, 1979. The zoning change now limits the number of unrelated people (students) who can live in houses within the city.

HARRISONBURG-JMU RELATIONS COMMITTEE - During the zoning controversy, Mayor Erickson appointed several students, administrators and Harrisonburg residents to address community-university problems. Complaints can be directed to this committee by mailing them to Leslee Ledden, Box M-41.

FUNDING - The SGA was appropriated approximately $185,000.00 and has distributed it in the following manner: The Breeze ($7,500), Commuter Student Committee ($4,421), SGA operating ($5,266), Honor Council ($1,560), UTB ($1,000), Shantone ($32,000), IPC ($55), Chrysallis ($278), WMRA ($300), Logan's Run ($200), Student Co-op ($500), Catholic Campus Ministry ($410), Interhall Council ($225), Chemical Society ($350), Lacrosse Club ($1,000), Circle K ($750), SGA events ($5,000).

DAMAGE REWARDS - The SGA offered two $200.00 rewards for information leading to the arrest and conviction of individuals responsible for damages done to the WUU and to campus vending machines. One JMU student has received one of the $200.00 rewards.
OPERATION IDENTIFICATION - In conjunction with the Office of Residence Halls, the SGA’s Inter-Hall Council, and the Commuter Student Committee have implemented this national registration program of student valuables such as stereo equipment, televisions, C.B.'s, etc. Student social security numbers are engraved by the student into the equipment and registered via a national computer system.

DANCES - “Chess” was featured free of charge in the WUU ballroom as the University's first dance of the year. An out of doors concert and a semi-formal Christmas Dance were sponsored by the SGA. The Christmas Dance being the first of its kind in the WUU - cost $7.00 per couple and included free beer and “munchies” throughout the night.

UTILITY DEPOSIT ASSISTANCE PROGRAM - In conjunction with the Division of Student Affairs, the SGA and Commuter Student Committee are prepared to sponsor this program which will guarantee to Harrisonburg utility companies the payment of student utility bills. Beginning in September, students can register with this program by paying a minimal fee (approx. $10.00) and avoid having to pay deposits to Harrisonburg utility companies.

SGA PAMPHLET - As is done by the SGA of the University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill, a one-page foldout pamphlet describing SGA programs, activities, sponsorships and structure has been prepared and will be distributed in the Fall to all interested JMU students.

UNIVERSITY COMMISSIONS - Each of the five university commissions includes voting representatives from the SGA. Various programs such as projected JMU enrollment, support facilities, new academic programs, faculty tenure, campus alcohol policies, club recognitions, etc. have been explored by this year’s commissions.

CLUB PRESIDENTS MEETINGS - In an effort to coordinate campus club activities and to hear and work to resolve organizational problems, club president meetings were held. Problems with Food Service costs, transportation costs, inadequate Breeze coverage, as well as usage of and lack of facilities were discussed. Due to schedule conflicts and poor turnouts, however, this program was ended.

UNDERPRIVILEGED YOUTH PROGRAM - Under this program, students involved in organizations such as Big Brothers-Big Sisters can admit their accompanying youth free of charge to JMU activities such as sporting events, dances, movies, game room activities, etc. The SGA has recently received national recognition for this program which has resulted in “free fun” for over 100 underprivileged area youths.

STUDY SPACE-LIBRARY HOURS - In cooperation with the division of Academic Affairs, rooms in Burruss Hall, Harrison Hall, and Jackson Hall are now available in the evenings for student use as additional study space. Likewise, library hours during finals week have been extended from a closing time of 12:00 midnight until 2:00 A.M.

CONVENTIONS - Delegations of students from JMU attended the Virginia Peaks of Otter Conference, several statewide SGA meetings, the National Student Services Convention as well as the National Student Leadership Convention. At these conventions, JMU received special recognition for its underprivileged youth program, emergency student loans, its new departmental grievance procedure, residence hall environment and its student-run advocate system.

EMERGENCY STUDENT LOANS - JMU students can take out loans (one per semester) of up to $75.00 on an interest free basis. Payable within one month, over 600 students this year have withdrawn over $37,000.00 from this program.

CASINO NIGHT - Sponsored in Chandler Hall’s Shenandoah room, the Commuter Student Committee hired a professional organization to entertain over one hundred students to a free night of gambling. Prizes, donated by the UFB, were awarded to students holding the most money at the end of the night.

SHOPPING BUS - Beginning in early December, a shuttle service to downtown Harrisonburg and to the Valley Mall was initiated. Because of the overwhelming student response, the merchants have agreed to fund this Saturday afternoon service throughout these second semester.

COMMUTER LUNCH CONTRACTS - Commuting students can now purchase semester lunch contracts for $160.00. This change of policy is the result of work done by the SGA and its Commuter Student Committee.

REPRESENTATION - Student representatives serve on each University commission, on the University Council, the honor advisory board, the judicial control board, the Board of Visitor’s Student Life committees, the Breeze publications board, and the traffic appeals board. This year, students also served on the committee which selected the director of the Warren University Union as well as the dean and the assistant dean of students.

TYPING ROOM - Located in the WUU, this facility is operated by the SGA and contains six IBM typewriters for student use. A key to operate the typewriters can be picked up at the WUU main desk. Over 600 students used the free facility in a seven week period before Christmas break.

OTHER ACTIVITIES:
- Defeated a proposed $10, $20, $30, towing-parking fine system
- Stored student lots free of charge during the summer vacation
- Encouraged better maintenance of student housing at Showalter Apartments
- Investigated the feasibility of offering free checking at the Virginia National Bank (dropped because of a probable loss of several present benefits)
- Encouraged the installment of a traffic light at the JMU-Port Republic Road entrance (to be installed along with major revisions in one to two years).
- Sparked a revision to the summer school tuition policy (several refunds sent)
- Secured lighting for the down campus basketball-volleyball courts
- Reviewed JMU’s early registration priorities of select student groups
- Emphasized student desires not to be tested the week before final exams
- Corresponded regularly with other Virginia SGA’s
- Sponsored student busses to the William and Mary football game and VCU basketball game
- Defeated the proposed calendar change (ending the semester 4 days before Christmas)
- Sold Class of 1980 rings to eligible students via the Herff Jones Company
- Receive Harrisonburg City Council meeting agendas and attend pertinent meetings
- Represented students on a special intramurals committee
- Defeated a recommendation calling for an en masse graduation for seniors
Krowiak, Carleton leads Dukes to win

Rob Krowiak hit two home runs and freshman Joe Carleton won his third straight game Monday as James Madison University defeated Virginia Military, 11-3, in Lexington.

The Duke established a school record with a throw of 201 feet 4.5 inches.

The track team established a school record with a time of 1:28.5. Thompson established a school record at the Colonial Relays in Gainesville, Fla.

Sorority David Glover finished fifth in the high jump with a school record effort of 6'8.5. Sophomore Tim Collins also cleared the bar at 6'8.5, but he had more misses at that height and did not place in the competition.

Junior Clayton Hubbard had a sixth place finish for the Dukes in the javelin and established a school record with a throw of 201 feet 4.5 inches.

JMU's 880-yard relay team and mile-relay team also established school records at the Florida Relays.

The 880-yard relay of junior Ted Jones, freshman Malcolm Taylor, junior Michael Thompson, and junior Doug Wright established a school record with a time of 1:28.5.

The JMU mile-relay team of senior Pete Desrochers, junior Joe DiPippo, sophomore Ernie Washington, and junior Michael Thompson established a school record with a time of 3:19.3.

The Duke will compete at the Wachovia Sports Festival this weekend (April 6-7).

Kiser fourth, McCullough third

James Madison University freshman Janet McCullough finished third in the women's division and junior Rick Kiser placed fourth in the men's division in a PITA Archery Tournament held Sunday (April 1) in Montreal, Canada.

McCullough shot a 1054, only five points away from second place, and Kiser shot a 1063, two points form third place.

More than 300 archers competed in the tournament.

Tracksters set four in Florida

The track team established four school records last weekend in the Colonial Relays in Gainesville, Fla.

Sophomore David Glover finished fifth in the high jump with a school record effort of 6'8.5. Sophomore Tim Collins also cleared the bar at 6'8.5, but he had more misses at that height and did not place in the competition.

Junior Clayton Hubbard had a sixth place finish in the javelin and established a school record with a throw of 201 feet 4.5 inches.

JMU's 880-yard relay team and mile-relay team also established school records at the Florida Relays.

The 880-yard relay of junior Ted Jones, freshman Malcolm Taylor, junior Michael Thompson, and junior Doug Wright established a school record with a time of 1:28.5.

The JMU mile-relay team of senior Pete Desrochers, junior Joe DiPippo, sophomore Ernie Washington, and junior Michael Thompson established a school record with a time of 3:19.3.

The Duke will compete at the Colonial Relays in Williamsburg this weekend (April 6-7).

Kiser fourth, McCullough third

James Madison University freshman Janet McCullough finished third in the women's division and senior Rick Kiser placed fourth in the men's division in a PITA Archery Tournament held Sunday (April 1) in Montreal, Canada.

McCullough shot a 1054, only five points away from second place, and Kiser shot a 1063, two points form third place.

More than 300 archers competed in the tournament.

Lacrosse team wins, 10-5

High scorer for JMU was sophomore Jill Heller with three followed by Marie Crump and Teresa Williams with two each. Lisa Karpaitis, Diane Bridgeforth and Chellie Mowery each added one.

"It was a very aggressive game and everyone played really well," said coach Janet Luce. "This whole week has been good. Since Townes and Lynchburg everyone has been contributing," she said.

"We're not relying on just a few people." The team's long range goal for the season, according to Luce, is to keep their wide distribution in the scoring aspect of the game. In every game so far goals have been scored by both offensive and defensive players.

"It's very important for us to keep this up," said Luce.

Football team adds an assistant coach

James Madison University Athletic Director Dean Ehlers has announced that Henry Vansant has accepted a position as an assistant coach in the JMU football program.

Vansant will be the offensive backfield coach at JMU. The 43 year-old Vansant is currently the head football coach at Grimsley Senior High School in Greensboro, N.C. Vansant, who has been the head football coach at Grimsley since 1976, has led the team into the state AAAA playoffs the last two years. His 1977 team finished with a 7-3-1 record and his 1978 team was 8-4.

Prior to assuming the position at Grimsley High School, Vansant was the head football coach at Seventy-First High School in Fayetteville, N.C., in 1973-74.

Vansant was the head football coach at Scotland High School in Laurinburg, N.C., in 1970-71 and was an assistant coach at East Carolina University from 1962-70. He was an assistant football coach at Hopeville, Va., in 1960.

A native of Hampton, Va., Vansant is a graduate of East Carolina where he lettered in football. He received the Rawl Award, which recognizes the outstanding scholar-athlete at East Carolina, in 1961.

Vansant also received his master's degree from East Carolina and he earned his doctorate at the University of Alabama.

"Henry Vansant brings a wealth of experience to the football coaching staff at JMU," said JMU head football coach Challace McMillin. "He was at East Carolina when that institution's football program was going through a transition period and that experience will be extremely valuable as we go through our period of transition to Division I at JMU.

"Coach Vansant has been very successful at both the college and high school level and we are certainly looking forward to having him as a member of our coaching staff," McMillin said.

JMU announced earlier that the school's football program will be moved from the Division III to Division I level.

JMU finished the 1978 season with an 8-5 record and was ranked ninth in the final National Collegiate Athletic Association Poll of the Top 10 Division III Football teams in the nation.
Women's track team ninth

By DOUG STEARMAN

The women's spring track team took part in the University of Virginia Invitational last Saturday. The meet, which included some of the strongest competition in the east coast, consisted of 13 teams.

The University of Maryland took first with 101 points. They were followed by U.Va. (101), Temple University and Delaware State (70) and the University of Pittsburgh (57). JMU placed second with 111 points.

Sophomore Flossie Love said most of the runners improved the personnel performance and she was happy with the results. Freshman Susan Broodus placed second for the Duchesses in the pentathlon (2931 points). The pentathlon consists of the 100-meter hurdles, high jump, long jump and 800-meter run.

Broodus was in fourth place until the last event where she picked up enough points to earn second.

Sophomore Susan Brownell qualified for the national AJGA meet by winning the pentathlon with 3720 points. Brownell also placed sixth in the 800 (2:27.5).

Sophomore Leann Buntrock finished fifth in the 3000 meters in 11:05 and junior Vicki Collins set a school record in the 100-meter hurdles with a time of 16.6.

She did not place in the event, won by Maryland's Paula Giebels.

Broodus also placed second in the high jump, long jump and set a new meet record in 14.1.

Pitt's Perry Radeck set two meet records. She won the discus with 134 8" and the javelin with 46 11 1/4".

The University of Columbia's Liz Young set meet records in the 100 and 200-meter run. She was timed 11.5 and 23.9, respectively.

Evanelle Hatcher of Delaware St. won the long jump with a meet record 19 4/5", and Pitt's Carmen Scanerec set a meet record in the javelin with 148 9".


The Duchesses next meet will be Wednesday at Towson State.

You don't just whirl the javelin

By Dan McNiel

What possible connection could there be between Bruce Jenner, science and spear-throwing?

Clayton Hulbert provides the clue to that connection and is the javelin thrower for the JMU track team.

Hulbert says there is a lot more to the javelin than merely giving it a whirl like the natives in a primitive country or a wild-water white water hunt. "It's a very technical event," explained Hulbert. "The javelin takes a lot of time for the technique to jell. I probably won't start throwing well until the spring. The techniques are usually made. You work yourself up to a peak."

The process whereby the peak in javelin throwing may be attained is an extensive one that requires years of study and hard practice, according to Hulbert who has been throwing for two and a half years.

"It takes literally years to properly develop the throwing technique and you never really develop it completely," said Hulbert. "I don't expect to reach my limitations until I'm 27 or 28."

Hulbert uses the 1976 Olympics in Montreal as supporting data to his statement. Nicol Nemeth of Hungary won the Olympic javelin competition at age 30. "Americans have not done well in the Olympics because it is an underdeveloped sport. The Finns have success because they teach them from a very young age."

Most collegiate javelin throwers begin their careers at a relatively late age since the event is legal in only 16 states at the high school level. The event has caused a number of casualties, including fatalities such as the one in Virginia that led to the abolition of the event here.

"I don't blame them in a sense," sympathized Hulbert. "In high school you have a lot of kids that want to pick it up and throw it without knowing what they are doing."

Hulbert stated he had never hit nor witnessed a javelin-related injury during his career although he remembers one close call that occurred recently. "I saw the JMU assistant coach, Jerry Cutright, narrowly miss getting hit again. It was a close call, but I'm glad he's safe."

Cutright and the javelin go back a long way. The former JMU hurdler suffered a gash last spring during his senior year when he struck a runway spear.

A person in the area of a throw can suffer a very upsetting and distracting injury. "If a person is within 300 feet, I'll have to get them out of the way or I'll lose my concentration. The javelin travels at a high velocity and will go through you."

Terminology such as velocity belongs in the event which can be studied like any science. "You never stop learning and I watch as many films and good javelin throwers as I can possibly see. People can't just come out and test it. It requires a lot of study to know how it's done, " concluded Hulbert.

The junior history major says "biodynamics principles apply to the javelin. The javelin is a cantilever beam and you have to control the wind resistance."

Hulbert's plans for his senior year are to train hard and get the opportunity for the ultimate challenge in track and field this season.

Hulbert has a striking resemblance to the man that made javelin throwing popular in the sport. Bruce Jenner, competed in seven events at the Olympic trials and won the javelin with a throw of 201" 4". He also predicts a high finish in the javelin at the national collegiate meet this Spring. JMU will participate in the West Virginia Intercollegiate Golf Tournament this weekend in Hot Springs.
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Equestrian team second at show

The James Madison University equestrian team finished second of 11 schools Friday (March 30) in the Southern Intercollegiate Equestrian College Intercollegiate Show.

The University of Virginia was the winner with 27 points followed by JMU in second place with 24 points. Host Southern Seminary finished third with 22 points.

Sophomore Robin Neitzey qualified for the national intercollegiate show by finishing third in novice equitation on the flat and second in novice equitation over fences. Freshman Karen Cimsovich finished first in novice equitation over fences and also took a second in novice equitation on the flat.

Senior Mari Anne Myers, competing for the first time in novice equitation, won the novice equitation on the flat division.

Sophomore Robin Neitzey qualifyed for the national intercollegiate show by finishing third in novice equitation on the flat and second in novice equitation over fences.

Men golfers runner-up at Elon; came from seventh

Mike Moyers fired a one-over-par 72 Tuesday to lead the men's golf team to a second-place finish in the 36-hole Elon College Invitational Golf Tournament at Alamance Country Club.

The Dukes, who were in seventh place after the first round Monday, rallied for their third victory in four years this Spring. JMU finished third in its other Spring tournament.

The University of North Carolina-Charlotte won the individual competition with a 147 (73-74) total. French Bollin of High Point College was second at 147 (73-74).

Bostic tied for fifth in the individual competition with a 150 total (76-74).

Moyers finished fifth in the individual competition with a 147 (73-74) total and a 10th-place finish.

Other scores for the Dukes were senior Mike McCarthy 74-77 151; sophomore Bud Ohy 75-79 154; and junior Jeff Bostic 80-67 147.

JMU will participate in the Virginia Intercollegiate Golf Tournament this weekend in Hot Springs, Va.
(Continued from Page 4)

be presented at that time. Awards will also
Monday, April 16, at 8 p.m. in
opening reception will be held
in the gallery. Awards will also
be presented at that time.

Art submissions
being accepted

Submission blanks for
James Madison University's
annual art student exhibition
are now available at the art
department office in the Duke
Fine Arts Center.

Any undergraduate art
student is eligible and senior
art students are required to
submit works.

The art works must be
brought to the Sawhill Gallery
April 6 from 9 a.m.-noon and 1-
2:30 p.m.

The exhibition opening
reception will be held
Monday, April 16, at 8 p.m. in
the gallery. Awards will also
be presented at that time.

The works will be on exhibit
through May 4.

SUMMER SALES POSITION
Interviews April 10
Earn $200 or more per week
in Harrisonburg

If you're interested in sales and want a terrific
summer job in Harrisonburg, you should interview with
University Directories next Tuesday. We're looking for salespeople for the yellow page section
of your campus telephone directory.

We offer an all expense paid training program at
our home office in Chapel Hill, NC, liberal commis-
sions and bonuses and opportunities to sell for
other universities.

For more information look for our job description
in the Placement Office or call (919) 929-7121.

UNIVERSITY DIRECTORIES

WERNER'S 7 DAY MARKET
The 'Party Package Store' Little Wine Cellar
915 S. High St.
434-6695

PARTY PACKAGE SPECIALS
Thur-Sat

MICHELOB 2.19
TUBORG GOLD 1.79
SCHLITZ "World of Gusto" 1.49
BUSCH "New" Party pac 12 3.99
OLD MILWAUKEE Party Pac 3.59
BLUE RIBBON Suitcase 6.25
SCHAEFER PREM. 1.39
PABST EX. EXTRA LIGHT 1.89
HEINEKEN Holland Import 3.69
STROH'S 16 oz.
"Longnecks Boomers" case 6.99
BUDWEISER & NEW BUSCH
"Longnecks" case 6.99
OLD MILWAUKEE & BLUE RIBBON
"Longnecks" 5.99

"PARTY KEG SPECIALS"

BLUE RIBBON 7½ gal-30 qts. 14.50
BLUE RIBBON 15 gal-60 qts. 23.95
BUDWEISER 7½ gal. "King of Beers" 17.95
BUDWEISER & BUSCH 15 gal. "Party Maker" 29.00
OLD MILWAUKEE 15 gal. 25.50
HEINEKEN 15 gal. from Holland 49.95

THE LITTLE WINE CELLAR

T.J. SWANN All flavors 1.59
GOOD MONK LIEBFAMILCH 2.69
BLUE NUN LEIBFRAMILCH 3.99
RIUNITE Magnum 5.49
Rosé-Lambrusco-White 5.49
RIUNITE No. 1 Import 2.99
TAYLOR CALIF. BURG. 3 lts. 5.49
GALLO CALIF. BURG. 3 lts. 5.49
LANCER Rose-Red-White 3.99
MATEUS Red & White 4.99
MATEUS Red & White 12.7oz. 2.99
COCA-COLA "Quarts" 4 for 1.00
MILK Shenandoah Pride gal. 1.79
EGGS "Grade A Ex. Lg" doz. 89
ESSKAY "SWEETCORN" BACON
1 lb. pkg. 1.39
FRANKS by Valley Chef 1 lb. .79
BEAUTIES by Esskay Franks 6 lb. box 7.49
ORANGE JUICE 100% Pureqt. .79

* * PARTY PACKAGE SPECIALS
NIGHTLY 7-8 PM * *
According to Henry Howell:

**SCC needs vigilance, initiative as hallmark**

By TERESA CAVINESS

Vigilance and initiative should be the hallmark of an effective regulatory body, former Virginia Lt. Governor Henry Howell told a group of James Madison University students Wednesday.

"The State Corporation Commission regulates almost everything in our lives," Howell said at a gathering of Pi Gamma Mu, the National Social Science Honor Society at JMU.

The SCC, which is elected by the General Assembly, has been unresponsive to the issues affecting consumers today, the three-time gubernatorial candidate said.

Howell, who lost the governorship in 1977 to John Dalton, cited the regulation of credit life insurance as one case of "inefficient and ineffective protection by the SCC."

Excessive rates on such insurance have been allowed by the SCC for at least the past 10 years, Howell said.

The commission had done nothing to regulate the situation until 1977 when a petition for a hearing was made. Judith Mintel of the SCC’s Bureau of Insurance recommended a rate reduction.

However, the SCC has done nothing to bring this rate reduction to the people of Virginia, Howell said.

The General Assembly has been unresponsive to the SCC’s lack of regulation, said Howell. "This is bad government," he said.

Delegates and senators won’t speak out or regulate the SCC because they might want its favor in the future, Howell said. He called for a second division of consumer protection aside from the Attorney General or the Department of Agriculture.

"Unless there are changes in the attitudes of the General Assembly, fair treatment for the average Virginia citizen will continue to be denied," Howell said.

When asked if he would again seek the governorship again, Howell replied negatively, saying that the position was not in the cards for him.

Following the speech, Bob Snyder was presented with the Pi Gamma Mu Award for outstanding leadership.

By GARY DAVIS

The James Madison University Council for Children with Behavior Disorders Club (CCBD) will help sponsor a fund raising walkathon Saturday, 9 a.m.

The walk will begin at the Rivendale home for boys with behavior disorders and take a ten mile circular route through the Harrisonburg area before ending back at the home, according to Jackie Love of the CCBD club.

Everyone in the Harrisonburg area is being encouraged to participate in the walk but "we are really depending on a lot of support from JMU students," she said.

Interested students may pick up sponsor sheets at the desk in the WUU lobby or in the commuter office in the basement of the WUU.

A van, which was rented by the CCBD Club, will be available to take students to and from the walk site for free. The van will leave from the Godwin Hall parking lot shortly before 9 a.m.

All money collected from the walk will be donated to the Rivendale Boys home which provides a home for eight boys with behavior disorders. Sponsors of the walk have set their goal donation at $6,000, said Love.

A $50 prize will be given to the club or organization whose walkers accumulate the most money. Persons wishing to walk for an organization or club should enter its name on the top right hand corner of the sponsor sheet, she said.

Free barbecue chicken will be given to walkers, who are sponsored for $10 or more, at the conclusion of the walk.

In an effort to raise even more money the sponsors of the walk will sell barbecue chicken dinners from 11:30 a.m. until 6 p.m. at the WVPT radio station which is located at the Port Republic entrance to JMU. Meals will cost $1.50 and will be "good sized," Love said.

Persons wishing to obtain more information about the walk or barbecue chicken dinner should contact Terry Ross at 433-1151 or Jackie Love at 433-5013.

**CCBD sponsors 10 mile walkathon**

Looking for ERIE?

We have the superior insurance service to go with the superior insurance products of the

ERIE INSURANCE GROUP

53 Kenmore St.
(near DMV)

Harrisonburg, Va. 434-5931

Keep Red Cross ready.

**The BODY SHOP**

Save on Summer Sale!

All Mens and Ladies Shirts 25% off

All Dresses

‘The Purple Buildings’
2 N. Main St.
Downtown Harrisonburg
Newspaper editor to speak Monday

Pulitzer Prize winner Lois Wille, of the Chicago Sun-Times, will speak on "Issues Of Press Freedom In The Courts," April 9, at 10 a.m., in Grafflin-Slevall Theatre. Wille, who is appearing in cooperation with the James Madison University Visiting Scholar Program, has been editor of the Sun-Times since March, 1978. Prior to that appointment, she held the same position with the Chicago Daily News, which closed operation.

Wille, who is a native of Chicago, Wille graduated from Northwestern University in 1954 with an M.S. degree in journalism. In 1957 Wille reported on the Chicago Loop's dwindling services, putting glamor and a threat of decay to another first-place award from the Illinois Associated Press.

Wille also has been honored for series or stories on blue-collar workers, Vietnam veterans, the safety of the city's streets, the Cook County Mental Health Clinic and the Family Court. She covered the Joan Little murder trial and the troubled 1975 Boston school opening and was the first American to obtain an exclusive interview with Mexico's President Jose Lopez Portillo before he took office.

In 1978 Wille reported on the United Nations Security Council Middle East debates, covered both the Democratic and Republican national conventions, and crisscrossed the country to follow President Carter's campaign from its beginning in Plains (Ga.).


A native of Chicago, Wille graduated from Northwestern University in 1954 with an M.S. degree in journalism. Also high among her accomplishments was winning the 1978 William Allen White sweeps award for editorial writing. The honor, given by the Inland Daily Press Association, was for five editorials Wille wrote in 1977.

The judges cited the editorials for "demonstrating clarity, force and distinction on local issues of particular concern to the newspaper's community."

A 1972 report on the Chicago Loop's dwindling services, fading glamour and a threat of decay took another first-place award from the Illinois Associated Press.

Wille also has been honored for series or stories on blue-collar workers, Vietnam veterans, the safety of the city's streets, the Cook County Mental Health Clinic and the Family Court. She covered the Joan Little murder trial and the troubled 1975 Boston school opening, and she was the first American to obtain an exclusive interview with Mexico's President Jose Lopez Portillo before he took office.

Prior to that appointment, she held the same position with the Chicago Daily News, which closed operation. Prior to that appointment, she held the same position with the Chicago Daily News, which closed operation.

With the Daily News since 1967, Wille progressed from reporter to assistant city editor to national correspondent and then to associate editor. During her journalism career she has successfully combined a sensitivity for people and their problems with a sense of fairness and accuracy in reporting.

Wille received the Pulitzer Prize for her 1963 series on birth control. That report also won a Marshall Field Award for outstanding editorial contribution to The Daily News, the United Press International Illinois Editor's award for the best reporting of the year and a Page One Award from the Chicago Newspaper Guild. Also high among her accomplishments was winning the 1978 William Allen White sweeps award for editorial writing. The honor, given by the Inland Daily Press Association, was for five editorials Wille wrote in 1977.

VALLEY BOOKS see us for:
Wedding invitations, Napkins, Gifts, Baptisms, Easter cards, Graduation, Assorted gifts, and Easter greeting cards.

Russell Stover Easter Baskets and Candies are in at HUGHES PHARMACY along with Chocolate rabbits, assorted stuffed animals, and Easter greeting cards.

Convenient location across from campus

1021 S. Main 434-8650
Credit

Continued from Page 1...

their Master Charge applications, said D.H. Oelrich, assistant vice president of the company. This delays the credit card application process, he said. JMU began charging the $2 fee one or two years ago when William Johnson was associate dean of students, according to Dr. Lacy Daniel, dean of students. At that time, some credit card companies were asking campus groups, such as fraternities and sororities, to solicit credit card applications among students. For each application solicited, the company would pay the group a certain amount of money, Daniel said.

Problems arose when the campus groups needed verification of student status for lists of 200 to 300 student credit card applicants, he said, saying that such lists put a strain on the office staff. Since the campus groups were making money on the credit ventured, Johnson decided to attach a charge for verification to discourage mass solicitation of names, Daniel said.

When Daniel took over the dean's office in August, he received calls from bank officials about the fee and decided to see how credit applicants were solicited this year before dropping the fee.

Since August, approximately 150 individual students have requested verification for credit applications, with noncampus groups requesting the information, Daniel said.

Credit card applications are solicited through individual credit company staff members and through individual merchants, according to Oelrich. Applications also may be requested by calling the credit company office.

There's a chance the fee will be dropped this summer when Daniel reviews this year's operation with the credit card companies, he said.

"It could very well change," Daniel said. "I don't see a whole lot of point in it myself."

Before dropping the fee, Daniel would need the approval of Dr. William Hall, vice president for student affairs, and Dr. Fay Reubush, dean of admissions and records.

Daniel said he might contact other state colleges and universities to see how they handle the verification of student status.

Spokesmen at the registrar's offices at the University of Virginia and Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State University both said they have had no problem with groups soliciting credit card applications on campus.

These Madison College benches, forgotten remnants of another era, are among the debris to be found near the backpacking path on JMU property across Interstate-81.

Photo by Ed Edwards

ATTENTION, SWEATHOGS!
Applications for next year's staff of The Breeze are being taken now

Summer Editor, News Editor, Editorial Editor, Feature Editor, Sports Editor, News Reporters, Sports Reporters, Graphics Editor, Ads Designers, Production Manager, Photography Editor, Photographers, Ads Salespersons

All Editors are paid through work study scholarships. Ads Designers receive hourly wages. Ads salespersons work by commission.

Write letter including qualifications, educational and practical experience, and portfolio for photography and ads design applicants.

APPLICATION DEADLINE - APRIL 13
For info, call 6127 - Submit applications to Theresa Beale c/o The Breeze.
Forensic team members qualify for national tourney

Three members of the James Madison University varsity forensics team qualified for the National Individual Events Tournament by virtue of their performances in the District VII Individual Events Tournament held recently at Towson State University.

Kevin Miller qualified for the national tournament in both prose reading and after-dinner speaking. Miller, who finished first in the prose reading competition at the district tournament, also qualified along with Donna Franklin won the dramatic duo competition at the regional tournament. JMU's Lucille Romanello qualified for the national competition in poetry reading. The National Individual Events Tournament will be held at Iowa State University April 5-7. The tournament is sponsored by the American Forensic Association.
Upcoming Events

Grafton/Stovall Theatre:

WIZARDS
Friday, April 6 - 7:30 p.m.
Saturday, April 7 - 7:30 & 9:30 p.m.
AN ANIMATION SET 10,000 YEARS IN THE FUTURE

in concert
APRIL 19
TOM CHAPIN
WITH:
THE UNKNOWN COMIC

TICKETS GO ON SALE
MONDAY, APRIL 9
$3.00 with I.D.
$4.00 without I.D.

For Information anytime - call 433-6504

FOR SALE: Nikon FTN 35 mm camera, with Nikkor 105 mm lens. Negotiable. Call Ronnie 4819.


The Shaver Shop. Let us put your old electric shaver back in shape. Expert repairs on all makes and models. Call 706-1234.

FOR RENT: 306 Amherst Ave., 2 bedroom, 2 bath. Extra rooms included. $400. Call 555-6789.

PERSONALS:

SPECIAL THANKS TO Lee, Jackie, Bob, Melanie & Linda, Pam & Cindy, Tracey, Monica & Margrit, Karen, Terry, Pam, Nan, Nancy and all the others who assisted me with my campaign. Your time and effort spent was greatly appreciated and I will be forever grateful. Chuck C-SGA VP.

STAMPS! Give us a bedsheet, a pair of socks. It will mean the world! Better than trading sexism.

By Garry Trudeau (Continued on Page 55)

WANTED:

Needed: People to sublet semi-furnished 3 bedroom townhouse at Squire Hill during summer break or any portion thereof. Rent $250. Call 434-1075.

WANTED: 20 cubic ft. refrigerator. Call 7122 for Anne or leave message.

FOR RENT: Completely furnished 2 bedroom Townhouse for rent May-August. $250 per month. Call 555-6789.

Mike Cannon - We met at Flamingo's in Ft. Lauderdale over Spring Break. Remember eating spaghetti and lost at the Host? If you see this, contact The Breeze. Paula- Oakland Univ., Michigan.

In the interest of fairness and public disclosure, we have arranged a “Room Reservation Application”. Summer Session housing brochures, including the application, are available in all residence halls, The Office of Residence Hall and Commuting Student Services, Aunnans 103, and at the Warner University Union main desk.

DALE WEGNER CHEVY CITY

When it comes to value...

J.M.U. comes to Chevy City

New & Used Cars

434-6731

Downtown Harrisonburg

SUMMER SCHOOL HOUSING

All students planning to live in university-operated housing for the Summer Sessions must complete and return a “Room Reservation Application”. Summer Session housing brochures, including the application, are available in all residence halls, The Office of Residence Hall and Commuting Student Services, Aunnans 103, and at the Warner University Union main desk.
Fool 'n' Me

By David Hagen

LOOK OUT FOR THAT CURVE... SLOW DOWN, TURN LEFT!

GEEZ... I'VE NEVER BEEN WITH A WORSE DRIVER!

I'M NEVER RIDING WITH HIM AGAIN!

1,000 OUTFOK TMAT cuKve... Stow pouiK Tufctf ££FT

1

HIK   AGrA»M /

By Tom Arvis

-ser

E6ZiN^  BE6IN!

Wee.'wee! Weef Wee!

P.A.F.: Xenon and Iodine may be colorless, but most certainly deadly. Many miles, but wishes transcend distance. Influence attributable to time, disappointment to lack thereof. We should make amends. R.D.H.

GIFTERS/LION, LINX CAT, NATZ, DOC, SCAZ, RAZZ, KID-ALSO THE BOYS FROM WHITE ARCTICA AND COKE). Hey Fellows!! Springtime is very cruisable! Be good and if you can't be good, be good at it! Love, The Eagers. (Keepers of the Giffers.

TASHA We weathered all storms but one. Go find your morning star. My thoughts go with you. But forever is a long time-both ways. So stay close as long as you can. Besides, it's cold up here. And remember-when you sit at a player piano, keep the hands moving faster than the eye.

JONESY: How about taking your little brother out to dinner sometime. Lusty.

HELP! If you witnessed an accident in front of parking lot P on the rainy Friday night before the Outlaws concert (March 29) would you please contact Jeff Jobe at campus box 1466, it will save me a lot of money!

CHARLIE, MICHAIL, MARTY AND BILL: You've done good boys...real good! No. 1 fund-raising frat...way to go Sigma Nu.

ALL PEOPLE INTERESTED in forming a Science Fiction and Fantasy Club: Please send name and box number to Doug Evans, Box 524, for more information.

TIM SNYDER: Well Brother, all we can say is get a good early start at White Rose. Happy Birthday! Love Sigma Nu Little Sisters.

DON'T MISS THE DUKE!! John Wayne in “Stagecoach” Monday, 4 p.m. at the Roth. Admission 50¢, JMU Film Club members free.

KEVIN DRISCOLE: Well you can bet we'll have at least one drink in honor of your birthday. We love you, Happy Birthday! Love, Sigma Nu Little Sisters.

TO WHOM IT MAY CONCERN: A Minolta 110 zoom was taken last Friday night at The Home Quarry Party-Please return it or the film. Thanx 4832 Box 951.

Lee Lee's

Spring & Summer skirts-topspants 1/3 off Dresses 1/3 off Select groups of Blouses $20 value- only $7 Suits & dresses 60% off Disco bags- values to $17-$24 Jr pants only $14.99 all Next Week

CHICKEN BAR-B-QUE

Saturday April 7
11:00 A.M. until...
Rt. 42 - South in Dayton
WOODMEN OF THE WORLD
Sponsored by Hotel-Restaurant Management Club

$1.50 a half

BLUES MOUNTAIN SPECIALS

VAN HALEN DOOBIE BROTHERS
SUPERTRAMP TIM WEISBERG
GONG BOBBY CALDWELL

SALE PRICED THIS WEEK
AND MANY MORE

O'ITCHELLY'S
Camera Shop
Portrait Studio

Complete Camera Supplies and free Film on Kodacolor and B&W Film

20% DISCOUNT FOR STUDENTS on all camera shop supplies photo finishing and both color and black & white or free film

79 E. Market St. 434-5314
South Africa. The focal point of apartheid government of grassroots community organization, has sought to identify apartheid conditions that emerge for these relations to oppress the African people of South Africa.

To the editor:
Across the country, grassroots community organizations are forming to bring pressure to bear on the apartheid government of South Africa. The focal point for this human rights effort is the comfort and aid provided by American transnational corporations to the minority South African government via capital investment, technology transfer, investment credits and trade agreements. Activists are fighting this collusion by bringing the facts of business support for apartheid South Africa to the attention of the American people.

In Williamsburg, the South Africa Investment Committee, a student-community organization, has sought to identify apartheid corporate relations with the endowment funds of the public universities in Williamsburg, the College of William and Mary. These ties are substantial and growing. Yet, the powers that be view their responsibility as "that of protecting and increasing the endowments under their control and... within those criteria, maximizing... investments, the income which... is available annually...

Hence, our public call for a rally, to press our concerns for university complicity in the apartheid corporate system and the inhuman social conditions that emerge for these relations to oppress the African people of South Africa.

In recognition of the national week of protest, April 4 through April 11, we ask for your support by attending the April 9 rally and by beginning action in your own community. The Committee may be contacted at 904-229-7205 or 502-E Rolfe Road Williamsburg, Virginia.

William and Mary
Grading policies
‘getting better’

To the editor:

The results of a random survey taken by our communication class concerning the present grading policy showed that the students were generally satisfied, but the policy left room for improvement. One specific concern was favoring of the abolition of anything less than a ten-point scale (61 per cent). Also, 64 per cent preferred numerical grading over letter grading or the credit-no credit system.

We presented these findings to Dr. Thomas Stanton, Vice-President of Academic Affairs. He seemed to think that there is a way to express dissatisfaction with an instructor’s grading techniques. The first step is to complain to the grievance committee of the appropriate department. To make all students aware of the fact that there is a way to express dissatisfaction with an instructor's grading techniques.

We can have MORE in our classes too. We'll have MORE crowded classrooms, MORE student assistants grading our tests, MORE large lecture classes, and MORE impersonality.

The first step is to make all students aware of the fact that there is a way to express dissatisfaction with an instructor’s grading techniques. The first step is to complain to the grievance committee of the appropriate department. This committee will then check out matters and take action if deemed appropriate. So, if you feel you are being graded unfairly, do something about it! These committees were formed for our benefit as students and we should take advantage of them.

We have had an opportunity to ask his advice, he has been very helpful, and genuinely interested in our careers. We wish there were more like him!

To the editor:

I would personally like to extend my sincere gratitude to those students who did participate in the voting of the Student Government Association. Executive Council elections on Tuesday, April 3, and especially thank you. Be a Red Cross volunteer.

We can have MORE in our classes too. We'll have MORE crowded classrooms, MORE student assistants grading our tests, MORE large lecture classes, and MORE impersonality.

we have had an opportunity to ask his advice, he has been very helpful, and genuinely interested in our careers. We wish there were more like him!

New vice-president expresses thanks

As students who are about to graduate, we have met many helpful people during our J.M.U. experience. One of those who has most certainly been Edgar Wilkinson of the Career Planning and Placement Office. Each time we have had an opportunity to ask his advice, he has been very helpful and genuinely concerned with both our professional and personal needs.

Life is hard to locate good jobs for us, reassuring to have a student oriented advisor, who works hard to locate good jobs for us, who follows up with students and who is really interested in our careers.

With the job market being what it is, it is especially reassuring to have a student oriented advisor, who works hard to locate good jobs for us, who follows up with students and who is really interested in our careers.

Placement Office

‘student-oriented’

As students who are about to graduate, we have met many helpful people during our J.M.U. experience. Those students who did participate in the voting of the Student Government Association. Executive Council elections on Tuesday, April 3, and especially thank you. Be a Red Cross volunteer.

Perhaps instead of copying in triplicate, we can have copies in quadruplicate. We can be more computerized.

Finally, MORE people will then check out matters and take action if deemed appropriate. So, if you feel you are being graded unfairly, do something about it! These committees were formed for our benefit as students and we should take advantage of them.

As students who are about to graduate, we have met many helpful people during our J.M.U. experience. One of those has most certainly been Edgar Wilkinson of the Career Planning and Placement Office. Each time we have had an opportunity to ask his advice, he has been very helpful and genuinely concerned with both our professional and personal needs.

With the job market being what it is, it is especially reassuring to have a student oriented advisor, who works hard to locate good jobs for us, who follows up with students and who is really interested in our careers. We wish there were more like him!
John Murphy: Hankering for unity in Ireland

By KEVIN KUKKAN
For the tiny island of Ireland, "the only ultimate peaceful solution is that of a united Ireland," a senator from the Republic of Ireland said here.

John Murphy, a national senator and professor of Irish history at the University College in the Republic of Ireland, is a visiting professor at James Madison University this semester.

Murphy is teaching two six-week courses at JMU. For the history department, Murphy is teaching "20th Century History" and for the political science department, he is teaching "Irish Politics."

Murphy's experience in the Irish Senate, along with his professional scholastic work, well qualifies him to speak on Ireland's current political atmosphere.

In the Republic of Ireland today, "there is a sentimental hankering after unity (with Northern Ireland), but a reluctance to face up to the problems involved," Murphy said.

The Republic of Ireland "is a cozy, homogeneous nation with great political stability, and a moral consensus on political issues," Murphy said.

Unlike the Republic of Ireland, which is almost completely populated by Roman Catholics, Northern Ireland has a majority Protestant population, leaving the Catholics in the minority.

"The Irish Republican Army has tried to bring about Irish unity by force, through weakening the will of the Protestants," Murphy said.

"However," Murphy noted, "the British (with whom the Irish Protestants identify) are notoriously opposed to being intimidated."

The result is that "the IRA has created more disunity," Murphy however, has tried to effect unity through a peaceful method.

"I'm trying to reverse the strong currents of history, which is needed for a lasting harmony," Murphy said.

Through public lectures, speeches in the Senate, and television appearances, Murphy is trying to institute the "old doctrine of the United Irishman, by instilling a common sense of Irish tradition."

"Murphy hopes to establish a sense of "secular nationality," one free from the heavy religious values that often dominate the legislative practices in the country."

A united Ireland, Murphy believes, would strengthen the country's position in the European Common Market. "A united Ireland would be a dynamic membership," Murphy said.

The Republic of Ireland is "bridging the gap" in its Gross National Product deficit behind Northern Ireland, Murphy said.

One government proposal, to build the country's first nuclear power plant, has caused a great deal of controversy.

"It's the question of maintaining the pastoral beauty of the land versus the necessary economic growth," Murphy said.

"We have to modernize, but also we have to preserve the environment," he added.

Just as the Irish economy is evolving, so is the Irish lifestyle in this patriarchal society. "Women have traditionally been submissive," Murphy said. But now "women are demanding their rights, and they are successful."

The religious life in the Republic of Ireland is also changing.

Traditionally, the country was strongly Catholic, church activities dominating most facets of an individual's life. Murphy said.

Since Vatican II, however, religion in Ireland has become "much more personal, which is a good thing," he said.

"The repressiveness of the Irish intellectual society is gone," said Murphy.

Unlike the Republic of Ireland, which is almost completely populated by Roman Catholics, Northern Ireland has a majority Protestant population, leaving the Catholics in the minority.

"The Irish Republican Army has tried to bring about Irish unity by force, through weakening the will of the Protestants," Murphy said.

"However," Murphy noted, "the British (with whom the Irish Protestants identify) are notoriously opposed to being intimidated."

The result is that "the IRA has created more disunity," Murphy however, has tried to effect unity through a peaceful method.

"I'm trying to reverse the strong currents of history, which is needed for a lasting harmony," Murphy said.

Through public lectures, speeches in the Senate, and television appearances, Murphy is trying to institute the "old doctrine of the United Irishman, by instilling a common sense of Irish tradition."

"Murphy hopes to establish a sense of "secular nationality," one free from the heavy religious values that often dominate the legislative practices in the country."

A united Ireland, Murphy believes, would strengthen the country's position in the European Common Market. "A united Ireland would be a dynamic membership," Murphy said.

The Republic of Ireland is "bridging the gap" in its Gross National Product deficit behind Northern Ireland, Murphy said.

One government proposal, to build the country's first nuclear power plant, has caused a great deal of controversy.

"It's the question of maintaining the pastoral beauty of the land versus the necessary economic growth," Murphy said.

"We have to modernize, but also we have to preserve the environment," he added.

Just as the Irish economy is evolving, so is the Irish intellectual society. "The repressiveness of the Irish intellectual society is gone," says Murphy.

The universities are now a middle class preserve," he said. "There should be a greater equality of opportunities in education."

"The universities are now a middle class preserve," he said. "There should be a greater equality of opportunities in education."

Though Murphy is somewhat progressive in his beliefs, he proudly noted that though Ireland is becoming a modern Western European State, much of the authentic Irish environment still remains.

"The IRA has created more disunity."

The traditionally agrarian Irish Republican economy is becoming increasingly industrialized, though its young work force still the population is under 25 is suffering from growing unemployment. Murphy added.

To combat unemployment and to raise the standard of living, Murphy believes that the government must modernize its sources of energy which will also facilitate incoming industries.